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Aims: The important content of the traditional Finite Element Method
simulation analysis to the dimensional tactile biosensor is two-dimen-
sional array sensing unit. The traditional mode analysis can’t effec-
tively simulate the soft reality environment of the dimensional tactile
biosensor. In this paper, a certain type medical health monitoring
biosensor was three-dimensional finite element modeled.
Methods: By using MSC software, the tactile application of the model
which in the lower and higher soft sensing element was simulated.
The elastic three-dimensional stress distribution boundary conditions
were effective assignment.
Results: Through the computer simulation the stress state in the body
of this type of tactile biosensor was simulated and analyzed.
Conclusions: This analysis result can provide effective data for the
development and application of this type of sensor.
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Aims: Biological information database is the key task of bioinformat-
ics.At present,it has hundreds kinds of international public database,
especially,nucleic acid and protein sequence databases.But more of
them published on different computers.Different databases and differ-
ent interface make it so difficult to collect information from the huge-
database quickly.Cloud platform can help us to solve it.
Methods: Different databases has different standards, but the biologi-
cal information database records generally consists of two parts: the
original sequence data and describe these data annotation of biological
information.So,at first,we establish the spatiotemporal indexing mecha-
nism to ensure unlimited expansion of database.Then,we need not con-
sider the standard,but use temporal and spatial information to
classification. Secondly, the cloud services can ensure accessibility,
availability and security. Finally, a new ST-SQL query language to
ensure information retrieval rapidly.
Results: In the laboratory platform, we build the biological informa-
tion database based on JAVA and SQLSERVER.We get some of the
test data from the PROSITE database, GENEBANK database and
EMBL database.And then,create database script files to store on differ-
ent servers. The fact proved that spatiotemporal indexing mechanism
can obtain the information from the different data structure on the dif-
ferent servers.at the same time,ST-SQL language can query informa-
tion in the response time.
Conclusions: Biological information database based on cloud service
is feasible,it can combine with the existing data resources effectively.
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Aims: The mechanical mechanism type of the biological sensor which
being used to monitor the condition of human blood is various. One of
the key content of this field of research is how choosing the sensor
structure type for effectively reduce the blood pressure and blood com-
position change, and at the same time improving the detection accu-
racy in research. Therefore it is need to talk the different structure
styles for high precision finite element of fluid mechanics analysis by
calculation and simulation.
Methods: The flat mat type, triangle type and disc type structure
monitoring micro cavity nanosensors were finite element model under
human blood environment conditions based on MSC software. And
the three kinds of structure forms in human blood environment stress
conditions were analyzed in fluid mechanics.
Results: After the analysis and triangle type to the three kind structure
monitoring micro cavity nanosensors, it can be thought that the respec-
tively of the flat mat type, triangle type and disc type structure moni-
toring micro cavity nanosensors were 82%, 75% and 94%. The
difference of the three structure in terms of accuracy were small.
Conclusions: It can be thought that the disc type structure monitoring
micro cavity nanosensor is better than the other two in the field of
blood pressure monitoring.
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Aims: The aim of this paper is to check health and disease based on
quantum medicine and artificial intelligence.
Methods: There are three steps: 1, Collect training data: obtain the
different distributions of water molecules in the human bodies with
different health and disease conditions; 2, Train: Gain correspondence
rules between the different distributions of water molecules in the
human bodies and the different health and disease conditions based on
the existing Artificial intelligence (AI) learning technique (such as
knowledge based system and neural networks); 3, Check: using the
correspondence rules, deduce out human health and disease condition
according to the distribution of water molecules in the human body.
Results: The distribution information of water molecules in the human
body can be obtained based on the existing nuclear magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) technique using the existing technology that
hydrogen atoms in the water molecules can produce nuclear magnetic
resonance Phenomenon. The distribution of water molecules in the
human body is different in different health and disease conditions for
traditional Chinese Medicine believes that excess moisture in the
human body will cause disease.
Conclusions: The method and system based on quantum medicine
and artificial intelligence is provided for health and disease check.
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